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Abstract

The e�ect of interactions of cascade damage on clustering and point-defect behavior in a-iron at 563 K is simulated

by the Monte-Carlo (MC) method. Cascade damage near the existing cluster increases recombination of point-defects,

but freely migrating defects formation is not strongly modi®ed by the overlapping. Growth and shrinkage of vacancy

clusters depends on the distance between cascades. Small interstitial clusters tend to grow by the interaction of nearby

cascades. Clustering, recombination and the production of freely migrating defects are quantitatively estimated for two

10 keV cascade interactions. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Changes in macroscopic properties of irradiated

materials with energetic particles are generally resulted

from irradiation-induced microstructural changes, such

as production of point-defects, formation of clustered

defects and microchemical evolution. Mechanical prop-

erties and microstructural evolution under irradiation

are usually complicated and non-linear functions of ir-

radiation parameters, such as energy, mass, ¯ux, ¯uence

of incident particles and irradiation temperature. A lot

of e�orts have been made to clarify irradiation perfor-

mance of materials based on physical mechanisms, and

to establish a framework for extrapolative prediction of

material behavior in fusion reactors.

Mechanistic modeling of radiation damage processes

involves multiple time and spatial scales of phenomena

[1±5]. Recent progress in computing power provides

detailed information on cascade damage evolution. We

have come to know, for example, subcascade formation

during the collisional stage, formation of molten-like

structure at the center of cascade, signi®cant recombi-

nation of interstitials and vacancies during the quench-

ing stage, and the intracascade clustering of both types

of defects by the highly localized and segregated pro-

duction of the interstitials and vacancies [6±10]. All of

these phenomena are strongly dependent on the mate-

rial, temperature and primary knock-on atom (PKA)

energy [11]. A certain fraction of point-defects produced

in the cascade eventually escapes from the cascade to

interact with each other outside the cascade region, and

the others annihilate or form clusters near the cascade

region [12,13].

Kinetic Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation is a useful

method to deal with migration and interaction of defects

in the larger spatial and temporal scales than molecular

dynamics (MD) simulations. Soneda and Diaz de la

Rubia [14] successfully estimated production and an-

nealing kinetics of cascade damage in BCC Fe using a

combination of MD and kinetic MC simulations.

In this study, the e�ect of cascade damage overlap-

ping on defect behavior is discussed by using MC

method. Defect clustering, freely migrating defects and

recombination by the interaction of new cascade with

pre-existing defect clusters are estimated. These inter-

actions are dependent on time interval and distance of

the two cascades, which are also determined by the ir-

radiation ¯ux. The short term interactions of subcas-

cades from a single high energy primary knock-on atom

before the annealing stage of cascade evolution have
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been studied by molecular dynamics simulations [15,16].

When we are going to evaluate long term behavior of the

irradiated materials, formation of defect clusters and

freely migrating defects from a single cascade damage

may be strongly modi®ed by the formation of nearby

cascade, even if the cascade volume is very limited.

2. MC simulation of defect behavior

In the MC simulation, mobile defects can jump to the

nearest lattice site with a probability of P � m exp

�ÿEm=kBT �, where m is the jump frequency of defects,

1013 sÿ1, and Em is the migration energy. A conventional

`metropolis method' is applied for a scheme of the ki-

netics of defect migration, where one of the defects in

computational volume is randomly chosen and moved

at the nearest neighbour position. Whether the migra-

tion is accepted or not depends on a di�erence in total

energies between, before and after the migration:

DE �
X

i

Ei �after� ÿ
X

i

Ei �before�: �1�

In order to calculate DE, we used the many-body EAM-

type potential for a-iron that was derived by Finnis and

Sinclair [17].

The spatial distribution of point-defects in the cas-

cade at the beginning of the simulation is assumed to

have core of vacancies surrounded by interstitials, which

is typical of 10 keV or lower energy cascades without

subcascade structure. The high dense region (HDR) of

vacancies is a spherical area at the center of the calcu-

lation cell, and vacancies are covered by an interstitial

region at the periphery of the HDR. The number of

initial Frenkel pairs, NF, at the beginning of the calcu-

lation can be associated with the PKA energy Ep, using

the following equation as derived by the MD simulation

of Bacon et al. [9], showing the number of Frenkel pairs

after the quenching stage:

NF � A�Ep�m: �2�

The HDR size is also determined from NF and the va-

cant lattice site density in the HDR, which is ®xed at 2%

as estimated by binary collision and annealing calcula-

tions [18].

The migration energies employed here are taken as

0.26 and 0.41 eV for single- and di-interstitials, and 0.52

and 0.47 eV for single- and di-vacancies, respectively, all

of which were obtained by experiments [19]. It is as-

sumed that larger clusters which consisted of three or

more point-defects grow without releasing any point-

defects at this temperature. It has already been recog-

nized that relatively large interstitial clusters have very

low-activation energy for one-dimensional motion along

the á1 1 1ñ directions [14]. In the present study, both in-

terstitial and vacancy clusters which contain two or

more point-defects are assumed to be immobile for

simplicity to investigate interaction of cascades. The

temperature is ®xed at 563 K. No lattice relaxation is

included in the energy calculation.

3. Results and discussion

In the previous paper [20], we found that the defect

density is more responsible for vacancy clustering and

recombination in the cascade region than the size of

cascade, and that the fraction of self-interstitial atoms

escaping from a single cascade is larger than that of

escaping vacancies at 563 K. Vacancies tend to form

clusters at the center of a cascade, which lead to spatial

unbalance in the production between the freely migrat-

ing vacancies and self-interstitials. It was also found

that, for the cascade with larger size of vacancy-rich

regions, escaping vacancies strongly decrease, whereas

the fraction of recombined point-defects is almost con-

stant.

Fig. 1 shows an example of cascade interaction with

existing defect clusters by a former cascade. Here the

second cascade up to 10 keV is assumed to have inter-

stitials around a vacancy core. For the typical dis-

placement rate in the blanket structural materials of

expected magnetic fusion reactors, cascade overlapping

usually happens after the annealing stage of the ®rst

cascade damage. To estimate these interactions, there

are many kinds of parameters, such as PKA energies,

time and distance. MC simulations can provide statis-

tical information for these non-linear phenomena.

Figs. 2 and 3 show the calculated size distributions of

interstitial clusters and vacancy clusters by the interac-

tions of two 10 keV cascades at 563 K in BCC Fe.

Distributions of defect clusters are found to be depen-

dent on the distance between two cascades [20]. These

distributions are obtained from 60 cases of the combi-

nations of two 10 keV cascades whose centers are de-

®ned as the distance between the two cascades. The

in®nity means two independent cascades without any

direct interaction. It should be noted that freely mi-

grating defects from any other cascades may change the

clustering behavior, however, it can be ignored within

the present time range of the interaction of new cascade

with the existing clusters by a former cascade.

Interstitial clusters tend to grow larger at any over-

lapping distance of cascade interaction, and the fraction

of smaller clusters decreases. Growth of vacancy clusters

are clearly observed by the direct overlapping of vacancy

rich region of the second cascade with existing vacancy

clusters, as vacancy clusters tend to be produced near

the center of cascades. Some of the existing vacancy

clusters are annihilated by the interstitial-rich region of

the second cascade. Larger vacancy clusters are found to
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shrink e�ciently by the second cascade when the dis-

tance between the two cascades is larger than 3.0 nm.

Fig. 4 shows the recombination and escaping frac-

tions of defects from the second cascade as a function of

distance between the centers of two cascades comparing

with those in the single isolated cascade cases. The es-

caping vacancies and interstitials are de®ned by the de-

fects migrating out of a volume of L ´ L ´ L (L� 30a0) at

this temperature as in the previous paper [20]. It is

clearly shown that the pre-existing defect clusters in-

crease the recombination rate of vacancies and intersti-

tials from nearby cascades. It is also found that the

Fig. 2. Size distributions of interstitial clusters in BCC Fe at 563 K produced by two 10 keV cascades as a function of distance between

cascades.

Fig. 1. An example of interaction of existing defect clusters from the ®rst cascade with the second cascade damage.
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recombination rate shows the maximum value at 3.0 nm.

Even if the second cascade strongly changes size distri-

butions of defect clusters, the fraction of escaping

vacancies and interstitials out of the cascade volume are

not strongly modi®ed by the overlapping.

Table 1 summarizes fractions of defect clusters, es-

caping defects, recombination of vacancies and inter-

stitials by the overlapping of two 10 keV cascades

comparing those from single isolated cascade cases.

Here we calculate 360 di�erent cases of interactions of

cascades with pre-existing defect clusters. The separation

distance between the center of mass of defect distribu-

tion after the quenching stage of both cascades is ®xed at

4.5 nm. Average sizes of interstitial and vacancy clusters

are also estimated.

These show one of the typical results of cascade in-

teractions with nearby clusters at 563 K. Cascade

overlapping increases the recombination of interstitials

and vacancies and decreases residual defects in the

clusters. Size of vacancy clusters decreases at the sepa-

ration distance of 4.5 nm, because interstitials at the

periphery of the second cascade annihilate the vacancy

clusters. However, average size of interstitial clusters

slightly increases. It is also found that fraction of es-

caping vacancies increases at this interaction distance

and temperature.

These results come from a limited interaction condi-

tion. We should also consider PKA energy spectrum and

e�ects of FMD to estimate detailed evaluation of defect

behaviors. But future statistical estimation of many in-

Fig. 3. Size distributions of vacancy clusters in BCC Fe at 563 K produced by two 10 keV cascades as a function of distance between

cascades.

Fig. 4. The e�ect of 10 keV cascade formation near the existing

defect clusters from a 10 keV cascade in BCC Fe at 563 K on

the recombination and freely migrating defect formation as a

function of distance between two cascades compared with those

in the single isolated cascade case.
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teraction cases including the e�ect of highly mobile in-

terstitial clusters will give us quantitative information on

microstructural evolution in irradiated materials.

4. Conclusion

The e�ect of interactions of energetic cascades after

the cooling phase on defect clustering and formation of

FMD in Fe at 563 K is estimated by the MC method.

Cascade damage near the existing clusters increases re-

combination of point-defects, but FMD formation is

not strongly modi®ed by the overlapping. Growth and

shrinkage of vacancy clusters depends on the distance

between cascades. Small interstitial clusters tend to grow

by the interaction of nearby cascades at 563 K. Clus-

tering, recombination and the production of FMD are

quantitatively for two 10 keV cascade interactions.
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Table 1

The e�ect of cascade overlap on residual defect clusters, freely migrating defects and recombination of vacancies and interstitials for the

case of 4.5 nm separation two 10 keV cascades in BCC Fe at 563 Ka

Defect

Interstitial Vacancy

Cascade

event (s):

Single

cascade (%)

Overlap of two

cascades (%)

Single

cascade (%)

Overlap of two

cascades (%)

Residual defects 1.70 1.35 12.9 10.1

FMD 17.7 16.7 6.25 7.23

Recombination 80.7 82.5 80.7 82.5

Average size of clusters (nm) 3.18 3.29 4.24 4.06

a Both ®rst and second cascades are initiated from 10 keV PKA. Distance between cascades is ®xed at 4.5 nm.
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